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I dropped my 
 phone and cracked 

the screen.

Why don’t you get 
it repaired?

It’s one year old already!  
I need a new one!

When I was young, we 
didn’t just throw things 

away…

See, if our pot had a 
hole, we took it to the 

tinsmith.

He’s moving! 
Is this VR?*

*Virtual reality.

Aloysius, what happened?

Oh no. Grandpa  
is going to tell his 

stories again!

ONE DAY…

Aloysius, welcome to 
my childhood.
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It’s one year old already!  
I need a new one!

See, if our pot had a 
hole, we took it to the 

tinsmith.

Aloysius, welcome to 
my childhood.

We travelled  
back in time?

Awesome!

Now I can see  
what life was like when 

you were young!

 This looks like Singapore when 
I was about your age. 

Where are we, Grandpa?

But how did  
we get here?  
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There were many 
immigrants who had come 
from far away.

LIFE WAS DIFFERENT THEN

Many had made the long and 
difficult journey to Singapore
to escape poverty or war in their country and hoped to find 
a better life here.  

Javanese

Indian
 Bugis

Chinese

Most immigrants were not educated, nor could they read or write. 
To make a living, many took up simple trades that did not need  
a lot of start-up capital or skills. 
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These traders helped to meet the needs of their communities. 
Letter writers kept people in touch with home, food hawkers fed 
the hungry, storytellers kept them entertained…

These traders were an integral part of our lives in the past.

Most immigrants were not educated, nor could they read or write. 
To make a living, many took up simple trades that did not need  
a lot of start-up capital or skills. 
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 Come, let’s go for a walk. 
I’ll show you...

? !
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They are drinking straight 
from a cow!

Once upon a time, the milkmen went from 
house to house with their goats and cows, 

serving freshly squeezed milk to the residents. 

THEY SERVED THE FRESHEST MILK—THE MILKMEN

Is that a…is that 
really a…

? !
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You bring your cows 
all over Singapore?

We use our heads too!

Sometimes we  
deliver the milk in 

bottles.
We also travel  

by bicycle.

It’s so hard
to balance!

Isn’t that near the 
colourful blocks?*
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In the beginning of the 20th century, many Indian immigrants 
settled in the Serangoon area. They brought their tradition of 
cattle farming with them.

BRINGING THE CATTLE TRADE FROM INDIA  

The Serangoon area was near Rochor River, which provided 
fresh water for the cattle.

*Sadly, the demolition of Rochor Centre began in 2018.

It’s so hard
to balance!

Isn’t that near the 
colourful blocks?*
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It led to the development of other cattle-related industries and 
buildings, such as slaughterhouses for meat and tanneries for 
leather.  

*It was torn down in 1982 and relocated across the street.

See that building with the red roof tiles?  
That is the famous Tekka Market.*  My mother, 
that’s your great-grandmother, used to bring me 
here on weekends. She said the meat here was 

very fresh. 
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Kerbau Road also means “Buffalo Road” in Malay. 

Belilios Lane was named after 

cattle trader I.R. Belilios.

Desker Road was named after 
the family who owned the 
largest butchery in the area. 

The “Kandang Kerbau” initials 
in KK Hospital literally means 
“Buffalo Pen” in Malay. 

*It was torn down in 1982 and relocated across the street.

There is Buffalo Road.

Today, many street names in Little India reflect this period of 
history.
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Hi there!

Before electricity and motorcars, 
bullock carts were the main 
means of transporting people  

and cargo.

Environmentally 
friendly!

Oh Aloysius, that is your dad’s 
primary school.

Looks like you could 
use a lift!
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DID YOU KNOW? MILK CAMPAIGNS IN SCHOOL 

Students from needy families did not need to pay.

big pot 
of hot milk 

Your dad used to be so skinny that he 
was made to drink milk in school every 
day. It was part of a programme to 

make students healthier. 

Dad must have 
drunk a lot of milk. 

bring your own mug
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By the 1900s, the cattle 
trade was blamed for 
damaging the roads. Cattle 
owners and industries were 
forced to move out. 

DEMISE OF THE DAIRY TRADE

Wait up, Grandpa, 
you haven’t herd all 

my jokes yet. 

How udderly sad.

Hay there! Guess you’ll have to 
mooo-ve along.

How horribull for you. 

See Grandpa, drinking milk 
does make me smarter!
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I know you’re not amooo-sed  about being 
remooo-ved but you’ll have to cow-operate!

The bull-etin was very clear. 
Hope you will not be misera-bull 

in your new home. 

I would be in a bad 
mooo-d too—
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